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Dressed to 				
the Nines
As F&B operators look to create a more cohesive
dining experience, uniform design becomes a
key part of the narrative.

T

oday’s hotel guest expects a fluid F&B experience,

to décor, tableware to uniforms. If a venue falls down on

whether dining in a casual grab-and-go café or

any one of those elements, then they haven’t delivered.

a Michelin-starred restaurant. As a result, staff

We aim to interpret our clients’ brief correctly while also

uniforms are becoming a key part of the narrative,

understanding their vision. Brand integrity is at stake, so

not only ensuring chefs are safe from the hazards of the

it’s our job to design and deliver a product that ticks all the

kitchen but also serving to cultivate a strong brand identity

boxes and stands the test of time.”

that complements an establishment’s design scheme,
culinary offering and service.
Words: Ben Thomas

Uniform designers have embraced the rise in

Underlining the breadth of its capabilities, the firm
is currently working on two five-star hotels with very
contrasting briefs, one looking for classic tailored attire,

expectations, partnering with operators, interior designers,

the other taking a more fashion-conscious approach.

F&B consultants and chefs to develop bespoke narratives

Furthermore, the studio was recently tasked with designing

through luxury fabrics, personalised stitching and varying
outfit styles. From heritage-based garments to high
fashion get-ups, anything goes, so long as it ticks the
functionality boxes, though a fusion of smart and casual
has proved particularly popular in recent times thanks to its
adaptability from informal to formal and morning to night.
“It’s so important for staff to wear a uniform, as
they have a significant impact on first impressions and
immediately say something about a brand,” says Chris
Meeten, co-founder of London-based manufacturer The
Uniform Studio. “Front-of-house staff are the face of a
restaurant or hotel, so it’s crucial that they communicate
the right message. It’s also important that employees feel
proud to be part of a team, collectively promoting the
specific style and identity of an establishment.”
Working closely with its clients – around half of which
are hotels – the studio aims to reflect narrative textures
through uniform fabrics, something Meeten believes
enriches the look and feel of a restaurant: “Customers
are seeking out an all-encompassing stylistic, textural
experience where all areas meet expectation, from food
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The Uniform Studio balances form and
function in the creation of its staff uniforms

the apparel at The Electric House, a private members’ club and diner

pastry chef and chocolatier Pierre Hermé. Remaining stateside,

on Notting Hill’s Portobello Road, operated by its longstanding partner

LA-based agency Finery is renowned for elevating the functional,

Soho House Group. Here, uniforms blend modern tailoring with

demonstrating that utility and style can go seam in seam. The duo

structured suiting techniques, mixing relaxed fabrics such as chambrays,

behind the company, Min Young Lee and Greg Sato, set out with three

canvases and cotton twills. For Lois Hill, co-founder and Creative

distinct objectives: style, function and durability. This allows them to

Director of The Uniform Studio, even the smallest detail can make the

balance what may previously have been competing priorities, and has

difference in hospitality projects, whether it’s the shape of a neckline

paid dividends at properties for both Line Hotels and Rosewood.

or the choice of fabric: “We try to create a balance between form and

British designer Oliver Harvey focus on leather goods. Dutch Deluxes has

aim is to respond to every brief with versatility and ingenuity.”

a range of full grain leather aprons, garments and pouches that easily

Adopting a similarly rigorous approach is tailoring specialist Studio

cope with the rigours of a hectic kitchen, while Oliver Harvey’s latest

104, which has collaborated with the likes of The Savoy, Gleneagles and

collection highlights the versatility of the material – widely used within

The Dorchester, providing a bespoke uniform service with a creative

restaurants because of its resistance to dry abrasions, water, chemicals,

twist. When outfitting staff at The Savoy’s American Bar, the firm

dust and fungal attacks - in a way that appeals to chefs and waiting staff

channelled a 60s vibe, producing slick, fitted suits characterised by a

looking for greater protection and breathability.

monochrome palette. Amongst the uniforms, a white jacket nods to the

Increasingly, uniform designers are reinforcing culinary narratives

bar’s heritage, while shift dresses for the cocktail waitresses are inspired

through well-conceived threads, and there is no doubting the fact that

by the venue’s use of mirrors, and feature a diamond jacquard trim.

client expectations are on the rise, with social media platforms fuelling

Translating the architecture and interior design of properties into

000

Meanwhile, Netherlands-based manufacturer Dutch Deluxes and

function, and with hotels becoming increasingly image conscious, our

aesthetic competition and elevating standards across the industry. In

modern, sophisticated vestments for hospitality staffers, Lady and

turn, F&B operators are demanding they be much more involved in the

Butler – the brainchild of Barcelona-born fashion designer Eli Caner,

design process, taking cues from on-trend looks and styles to develop

who runs the firm from New York City – applies runway-worthy designs

tailored garments that enhance the all-important guest experience.

to uniforms in order to complement the overall creative direction. “I

For Hill, the industry must continue to evolve: “It’s important that we

think of uniform as a dialogue between the space, the staff and the

as uniform designers understand our clients’ heritage but, at the same

customer,” says Caner, whose work at The Standard in Miami and The

time, are progressive and experiment with new ideas and techniques. We

Hollywood Roosevelt in LA has since caught the attention of celebrated

must move things forward and keep things fresh.”

